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Abstract. A fundamental interoperability problem is caused by the semantic heterogeneity of agents’ontologies in open multi-
agent systems. In this paper, we propose a formal framework for agents debating over heterogeneous terminologies. For this
purpose, we propose an argumentation-based representation framework to manage conflicting description. Moreover, we propose
a model for the reasoning of agents where they justify the description to which they commit and take into account the description
of their interlocutors. Finally, we provide a dialectical system allowing agentsto participate in a dialogue in order to reach an
agreement over heterogeneous descriptions.
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1. Introduction

Traditionally, ontologies have been used to achieve semantic interoperability between applications, such
as software agents, by providing the definitions of the vocabularies they use to describe the world. In open
systems that agents can dynamically join or leave, a fundamental interoperability problem is caused by
the semantic heterogeneity of agents at the knowledge level, in particular the discrepancy of the underly-
ing ontologies due to the terminological heterogeneity. The current approaches such as standardization,
adopted by Gruber (1995), and ontology alignment, considered by Euzenat & Valtchev (2004), are not
suitable in open systems. Since standardization requires that all parties involved reach a consensus on the
ontology, the idea of agreat unified world ontologyseems very unlikely. On the other hand, ontology
alignment is a technique that enables agents to keep their own individual ontologies by making use of
mappings. Alignments are generated by independent trustable alignment services that can be invoked to
obtain a mapping between two ontologies and used to translate messages. However, we do not knowa
priori which ontologies should be mapped within an open multi-agent system. As observed by Bailin &
Truszkowski (2004), conflicts of representation should not be avoided but resolved.

Argumentation is a promising approach for (1) reasoning with inconsistent information, (2) facilitating
rational interaction, and (3) resolving conflicts. In this paper, we aim at using argumentative techniques
in order to provide a dialogical mechanism for the agents to reach an agreement on their representations.
Agents have their own definitions of concepts and they discover through the dialogue whether or not they
share these definitions. If not, they are able to learn the definition of their interlocutor. A valued based
mechanism is used to integrate the different and possibly divergent definitions and to resolve the conflict.
The debate can finish with an agreement or not in case of misunderstandingon a concept. For this purpose,
we extend the formal framework for inter-agents dialogue based upon theargumentative techniques pro-
posed by Morge (2005). (1) We propose here an argumentation-based representation framework, offering
a way to manage contradictory concept definitions and assertions. (2) Wepropose a model of agent rea-
soning to put forward some representations and take into account the representations of their interlocutors.
(3) Finally, we provide a dialectical system in which a protocol enables two agents to reach an agreement
about their representations.

Paper overview.Section 2 introduces the example of dialogue that will illustrate our framework.In
Section 3, we provide the syntax and the semantics of the description logic which is adopted in this paper.
Section 4 presents the argumentation framework that manages interaction between conflicting representa-
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tions. In accordance with this background, Section 5 describes our agent model. In Section 6, we define
the formal area for agents debate. Section 7 describes the protocol used to reach an agreement. Section 8
presents some related works. Section 9 draws some conclusions and future works.

2. Natural language

Walton & Krabbe (1995) defines a dialogue as a coherent sequence ofmoves from an initial situation
to reach the goal of participants. For instance, the goal of a dialogue may consist in resolving a conflict
about a representation. In the initial situation, two participants do not sharethe same description of a
service, either because one of the participants ignores such a service,or because their own descriptions
are contradictory. The participants hope to reach an agreement about the description of this service at the
end of the dialogue.Inspired by the misunderstanding problem in the naturallanguage, we only consider
here dialogue between artificial agents.

Before we start to formalize such dialogues, let us first discuss the following natural language dialogue
example between a customer and a service provider:

1. customer: Do you know free software to view my PDF ?
2. provider: acrobat is free software.
3. customer: Why is it a free software ?
4. provider: acrobat is free because it is a freeware.
5. customer: In my humble opinion, acrobat is not a free software.
6. provider: Why is it not free software ?
7. customer: Since acrobat is freeware, it is not free software.
8. provider: OK, however xpdf is free software.
9. customer: Why is it free software ?

10. provider: xpdf is free software because it is opensource.
11. customer: Why is it opensource ?
12. provider: xpdf is opensource because it is copyleft.
13. customer: OK, I will consider xpdf.

In this dialogue, two participants share the concept “free”. However, their definitions are divergent. On
one side, the customer considers free software as non-proprietary software. On the other side, the service
provider considers free software as a zero price software. This dialogue reveals the conflict in the defi-
nitions of this concept and resolves it. Participants argue and challenge theinterlocutor’s arguments. In
utterance 7, the customer explains to the provider why she is not considering acrobat as a free sotware,
although it was proposed by provider in utterance 2. The service provider considers that the definition of
the customer has priority and adjusts her own representation to adopt this definition. Hence, in utterance
8, the provider asserts another solution according to her knowledge. Then the customer challenges this
and asks for justification (utterance 9) and the following of the dialogue shows how the provider proposes
her definition of free as opensource which is accepted by the customer. Throughout the following we will
assume the service provider gives priority to the customer’s concepts.

3. Description Logic

In this section, we provide the syntax and the semantics for the well-knownALC language proposed
by Schmidt (1991) and which is adopted in the rest of the paper.

The data model of a knowledge base (KBase, for short) can be expressed by means of the Description
Logic (DL, for short) which has a precise semantic and effective inference mechanisms. Moreover, most
ontologies markup languages (e.g. OWL) are partly founded on DL, although it can be assumed that an-
notations and conceptual models are expressed using XML-based languages. The syntax of the represen-
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tation adopted here is taken from standard constructors proposed in the DL literature. This representation
language is sufficiently expressive to support most of the principal constructors of any ontology markup
language.

In ALC, concepts, denotedC,D, . . . are interpreted as unary predicates and primitive roles, denoted
R,S, . . ., as binary predicates. We call description a complex concept which can be built using construc-
tors. The syntax ofALC is defined by the following BNF definition:C → ⊤|⊥|C|¬C|C ⊔ D|C ⊓
D|∃R.C|∀R.C.

The semantics is defined by an interpretationI = (∆I , ·I), where∆I is the non-empty domain of the
interpretation and·I stands for the interpretation function. The semantics of the constructors are summa-
rized in the table 1.

Table 1

Semantics of theALC constructors

Name Syntax Semantics
top concept ⊤ ∆I

bottom concept ⊥ ∅

concept C CI ⊆ ∆I

concept negation ¬C ∆I − CI

concept conjunction C1 ⊓ C2 CI

1 ∩ CI

2

concept disjunction C1 ⊔ C2 CI

1 ∪ CI

2

existential restriction ∃R.C {x ∈ ∆I ; ∃y ∈ ∆I((x, y) ∈ RI ∧ y ∈ CI)}

universal restriction ∀R.C {x ∈ ∆I ; ∀y ∈ ∆I((x, y) ∈ RI → y ∈ CI)}

A KBaseK = 〈T ,A〉 contains a T-boxT and an A-boxA. The T-box includes a set of concept
definition (C ≡ D) whereC is the concept name andD is a description given in terms of the language
constructors. The A-box contains extensional assertions on conceptsand roles. For example,a (resp.
(a, b)) is an instance of the conceptC (resp. the roleR) iff aI ∈ CI (resp.(aI , bI) ∈ RI). We call
claims, the set of concept definitions and assertions contained in the KBase. A notion of subsumption
between concepts is given in terms of the interpretations.

Definition 1 (Subsumption) LetC,D be two concepts.C subsumes D (denotedC ⊒ D) iff for every
interpretationI its holds thatCI ⊇ DI .

Indeed,C ≡ D amounts toC ⊒ D andD ⊒ C. Similarly,C ⊓ D ≡ ⊥ amounts toC ≡ ¬D and
D ≡ ¬C. The KBase can contain partial definitions,i.e. axioms based on subsumption (C ⊒ D). Below
we will useALC in our argumentation-based representation framework.

4. Argumentation-based representation framework

The seminal work of Dung (1995) formalizes the argumentation reasoning within a framework made of
abstract arguments and a contradiction relation to determine their acceptance. Traditionally, the extensions
of this framework are built upon a background logic language. Therefore, arguments are not abstract enti-
ties but consequence relations between a premise and a conclusion. Recent works such as Amgoud & Cay-
rol (2002) (or Bench-Capon (2002)) assign one (or different) strength(s) to the arguments. We present in
this section, an argumentation framework built around the underlying logic languageALC, where claims
(concept definitions and assertions) can be conflicting and have different relevances depending on the
considered audience.

The KBase is a set of sentences in a common language, denotedALC, associated with a classical
inference, denoted⊢, and shared by a set of audiences (denoted℧A = {a1, . . . ,an}).

The audiences share a value-based KBase,i.e.a set of claims promoting values:
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Definition 2 Let℧A = {a1, . . . ,an} be a set of audiences. Thevalue-based KBaseAK = 〈K, V,promote〉
is defined by a triple where:

– K = 〈T ,A〉 is a KBase, i.e. a finite set of claims inALC;
– V is a non-empty finite set of values{v1, . . . , vt};
– promote: K → V is a total mapping from the claims to values.

We say that the claimφ relates to the valuev if φ promotesv. For everyφ ∈ K, promote(φ) ∈ V .

According to Perelman & Olbrechts-Tyteca (1958), both concrete and abstract values constitute starting
points to distinguish different audiences. Values are arranged in hierarchies. For example, an audience will
value both justice and utility, but an argument may require the determination of a strict preference between
the two. The relevance of an argument is the value promoted by the most general claims in its premise.
Since audiences are distinguished by their hierarchies of values, the values have different priorities for
different audiences. Each audience ai is associated with anindividual value-based KBasewhich is a 4-
tuple AKi = 〈K, V,promote,≪i〉 where:

– AK = 〈K, V,promote〉 is a value-based KBase as previously defined;
– ≪i is the priority relation of the audience ai, i.e.a strict complete ordering relation onV .

A priority relation is a transitive, irreflexive, asymmetric, and complete relationon V . It stratifies
the KBase into finite non-overlapping sets. The priority level of a non-emptyKBaseK ⊆ K (written
leveli(K)) is the most important value promoted by one element inK. On one hand, a priority relation
captures the value hierarchy of a particular audience. On the other hand, the KBase contains claims shared
by audiences. Arguments, that are consequence relations between a premise and a conclusion, are built on
this common KBase.

Definition 3 Let K be a KBase inALC. An argument is a pair A = 〈Φ, φ〉, whereφ is a claim and
Φ ⊆ K is a non-empty set of claims such that:Φ is consistent and minimal (for set inclusion), andΦ ⊢ φ.
Φ is the premise ofA, writtenΦ = premise(A), andφ is the conclusion ofA, writtenφ = conc(A).

In other words, the premise is a set of claims from which the conclusion can be inferred.A′ is asub-
argumentof A if the premise ofA′ is included in the premise ofA.A′ is atrivial argumentif the premise
of A′ is a singleton (premise(A′) = {conc(A′)}). Since the KBaseK can be inconsistent, the set of
arguments (denotedA(K)) may contain conflicting arguments.

Definition 4 LetK be a KBase inALC andA = 〈Φ, φ〉, B = 〈Ψ, ψ〉 ∈ A(K) two arguments.A attacks
B iff : ∃Φ1 ⊆ Φ,Ψ2 ⊆ Ψ such that∃χ ∈ L Φ1 ⊢ χ andΨ2 ⊢ ¬χ.

Because each audience is associated with a particular priority relation, audiences individually evaluate
the relevance of arguments.

Definition 5 Let AKi = 〈K, V,promote,≪i〉 be the value-based argumentation KBase of the audience ai

and letA = 〈Φ, φ〉 ∈ A(K) be an argument. According to AKi, therelevance ofA (written relevancei(A))
is the most important value promoted by one claim in the premiseΦ.

In other words, the relevance of arguments depends on the priority relation. A fixed ordering is simply
assumed, revealing the ordering between claims. In order to give a criterion that will allow an audience
to prefer one argument over another, different principles can be considered: the last link principle, as
proposed by Simari & Loui Benferhat et al. (1992), the specificity principle, as proposed by Prakken et
al. (1997), or the weakest link principle, as proposed by Benferhat et al. (1995). However, these general
domain-independent principles of commonsense reasoning are very weak. In the context of ontological
arguments, we prefer the arguments built upon the most general claims.

Since audiences individually evaluate arguments’relevance, an audience can ignore that an argument
attacks another. According to an audience, an argument defeats another argument if they attack each other
and the second argument is not more relevant than the first one:
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Fig. 1. The value-based KBase of the first audience
≪1 V1 K1

v1 φ1(x) : Soft(x) ⊒ Free(x) ⊔ Nonfree(x)
v2 φ2(x) : Nonfree(x) ⊒ Freeware(x) B′

2
B2

v3 φ3(x) : Free(x) ⊒ Freeware(x) B′
1

v4 φ4(x) : Free(x) ⊓ Nonfree(x) ≡ ⊥ B1

v5 φ5(x) : Free(x) ⊒ Opensource(x)
v6 φ61(x) : Opensource(x) ⊒ Copyleft(x)
v7 φ71 : Freeware(acrobat) B′

φ72 : Copyleft(xpdf)

Fig. 2. The value-based KBase of the second audience
≪2 V2 K2

v1 φ1(x) : Soft(x) ⊒ Free(x) ⊔ Nonfree(x)
v3 φ3(x) : Free(x) ⊒ Freeware(x) B′

1
B1

v2 φ2(x) : Nonfree(x) ⊒ Freeware(x) B′
2

v4 φ4(x) : Free(x) ⊓ Nonfree(x) ≡ ⊥ B2

v5 φ5(x) : Free(x) ⊒ Opensource(x)
v6 φ61(x) : Opensource(x) ⊒ Copyleft(x)
v7 φ71 : Freeware(acrobat) B′

φ72 : Copyleft(xpdf)

Definition 6 Let AKi = 〈K, V,promote,≪i〉 be the value-based argumentation KBase of the audience
ai and A = 〈Φ, φ〉, B = 〈Ψ, ψ〉 ∈ A(K) two arguments.A defeatsB for the audience ai (writ-
ten defeatsi(A,B)) iff ∀Φ1 ⊆ Φ,Ψ2 ⊆ Ψ, (∃χ ∈ L, Φ1 ⊢ χ andΨ2 ⊢ ¬χ) ⇒ ¬(leveli(Φ1) ≪i

leveli(Ψ2)).
Similarly, we say that a setS of arguments defeatsB if B is defeated by one argument inS.

By definition, two equally relevant arguments both defeat each other.
Considering each audience own viewpoint, we define the subjective acceptance notion:

Definition 7 Let AKi = 〈K, V,promote,≪i〉 be the value-based KBase of the audience ai. LetA ∈ A(K)
be an argument andS ⊆ A(K) a set of arguments.A is subjectively acceptable by the audience ai with
respect to Siff ∀B ∈ A(K) defeatsi(B,A) ⇒ defeatsi(S,B).

The following example illustrates our argumentation-based representation framework.

Example 1 Let us consider the case presented in Section 2. The value-based KBaseof two different audi-
ences a1 and a2 are represented in the figure 1 and in the figure 2. The different claimsφ1(x), . . . , φ72 in a
KBase relate to the different valuesv1, . . . , v7. On one side, the claimsφ1(x), . . . , φ61(x) are in the T-box.
On the other side,φ71 andφ72 are in the A-box. The more general the claim is, the higher the promoted
value is. According to an audience, a value above another one in a table has priority over it.

In order to decide if xpdf is free software, the three following arguments must be considered:

– A′′ = 〈[Copyleft(xpdf)],Copyleft(xpdf)〉;
– A′ = 〈[Copyleft(xpdf),Opensource(x) ⊒ Copyleft(x)],Opensource(xpdf)〉;
– A = 〈[Copyleft(xpdf),Opensource(x) ⊒ Copyleft(x),Free(x) ⊒ Opensource(x)],Free(xpdf)〉.

The trivial argumentA′′ is a sub-argument ofA′, which is a sub-argument ofA. In order to decide if
acrobat is a free software, The five following arguments must be considered:

– B′ = 〈[Freeware(acrobat)],Freeware(acrobat)〉;
– B′

1
= 〈[Freeware(acrobat),Free(x) ⊒ Freeware(x))],Free(acrobat)〉;
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– B′
2

= 〈[Freeware(acrobat),Nonfree(x) ⊒ Freeware(x))],Nonfree(acrobat)〉;
– B1 = 〈[Freeware(acrobat),Free(x) ⊒ Freeware(x),Free(x)⊓Nonfree(x) ≡ ⊥],¬Nonfree(acrobat)〉;
– B2 = 〈[Freeware(acrobat),Nonfree(x) ⊒ Freeware(x),Free(x)⊓Nonfree(x) ≡ ⊥],¬Free(acrobat)〉.

B′ is a sub-argument ofB′
1

(resp.B′
2
) which is a sub-argument ofB1 (resp.B2). B1 andB′

2
(resp.B′

1

andB2) attack each other. The relevance ofB1 andB′
1

is v3. The relevance ofB2 andB′
2

is v2.
According to the first audience,B′

2
(resp.B2) defeatsB1 (resp.B′

1
) butB1 (resp.B′

1
) does not defeat

B′
2

(resp.B2). Therefore, the set{A′′, A′, A,B′, B′
2
, B2} is subjectively acceptable wrtA(K).

According to the second audience,B1 (resp.B′
1
) defeatsB′

2
(resp.B2) butB′

2
(resp.B2) does not defeat

B1 (resp.B′
1
). Therefore, the set{A′′, A′, A,B,B′

1
, B1} is subjectively acceptable wrtA(K).

We have defined here the representation framework to manage interactionsbetween conflicting claims.
In the next section, we present a model of agents which puts forward claims and takes into account other
claims coming from their interlocutors. We shift from the zero-agent notion of acceptability to the one-
agent notion of conviction in order to take into account not only representations shared by different audi-
ences but also representations exchanged by agents.

5. Model of agents

In a multi-agent setting it is natural to assume that all the agents do not use exactly the same ontology.
Since agents representations can be common, complementary or contradictory, agents have to exchange
assumptions and to argue. Our agents individually evaluate the perceivedcommitments with respect to the
estimated reputation of the agents from whom the information is obtained.

As suggested by Fornara & Colombetti (2002), agents, which have their own private representations,
record their interlocutors commitments. Moreover, agents individually valuatetheir interlocutors reputa-
tion. Therefore, an agent is defined as follows:

Definition 8 Theagentai ∈ ℧A is defined by a 6-tuple ai = 〈Ki, Vi,≪i,promotei,∪j 6=iCSi
j ,≺i〉 where:

– Ki is a personal KBase, i.e. a set of personal claims inALC;
– Vi is a set of personal values;
– promotei : Ki → Vi maps from the personal claims to the personal values;
– ≪i is the priority relation, i.e. a strict complete ordering relation onVi;
– CSi

j is a commitment store, i.e. a set of claims inALC. CSi
j(t) contains propositional commitments

taken before or at timet, where agent aj is the debtor and agent ai the creditor;
– ≺i is the reputation relation, i.e. a strict complete ordering relation on℧A.

The personal KBases are not necessarily disjoint. The commonsense claims are explicitly shared by all
the agents. We callcommon KBasethe set of commonsense claims explicitly shared by the agents1:KΩA

⊆
∩ai∈℧A

Ki. Similarly, we callcommon valuesthe values explicitly shared by the agents:VΩA
⊆ ∩ai∈℧A

Vi.
The common claims relate to the common values. For everyφ ∈ KΩA

, promoteΩA
(φ) = v ∈ VΩA

. The
personal KBase can be complementary or contradictory. Some claims can beshared without the agents
being aware of it. These similarities between agents will be discovered duringthe dialogue. We calljoint
KBasethe set of claims distributed in the system:K℧A

= ∪ai∈℧A
Ki. The agent’s own claims relate to the

agent’s own values. For everyφ ∈ Ki −KΩA
,promotei(φ) = v ∈ Vi − VΩA

.
We can distinguish two ways for an agent to evaluate her interlocutor’s commitments: either in accor-

dance with a global social order as proposed by Amgoud & Parsons (2001), or in accordance with a trust
model. Obviously, the latter is more flexible. According to Castelfranchi (1998), reputation is a local per-
ception of the interlocutor, a social concept that links an agent to her interlocutors, and a leveled relation.
The different reputation relations, which are transitive, irreflexive, asymmetric, and complete relations on

1We qualify withΩA a value obtained through an intersection over℧A
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℧A, preserve these properties. aj ≺i ak denotes that an agent ai trusts an agent ak more than another agent
aj . In order to take into account the claims notified in the commitment stores, each agent is associated
with the following extended KBase:

Definition 9 Theextended KBase of the agent ai is the value-based KBase
AK∗

i = 〈K∗
i , V

∗
i ,promote∗i ,≪

∗
i 〉 where:

– K∗
i = Ki ∪ [

⋃
j 6=i CSi

j ] is the agent extended personal KBase composed of its personal KBase and
the set of perceived commitments;

– V ∗
i = Vi ∪ [

⋃
j 6=i{v

i
j}] is the agent extended set of personal values composed of the set of personal

values and the reputation values associated with her interlocutors;
– promote∗i : K∗

i → V ∗
i is the extension of the function promotei mapping claims in the extended

personal KBase to the extended set of personal values. On the one hand, personal claims relate to
personal values. On the other hand, claims in the commitment store CSi

j relate to the reputation value
vi
j ;

– ≪∗
i is the agent extended priority relation, i.e. an ordered relation onV ∗

i .

Since the debate is a collaborative social process, agents share common claims of prime importance.
That is the reason why we consider that the common values have priority over the other values.

An agent a1 may estimate herself more competent than her interlocutor a2 and her personal values have
priority overv1

2
, i.e. the reputation value of the agent a2. In this case, the extended priority relation of the

agent a1 is constrained as follows:∀vω ∈ VΩA
∀v ∈ V1 − VΩA

(v1
2
≪∗

1
v ≪∗

1
vω). Alternatively, an agent

a1 may estimate herself less competent than her interlocutor a2 andv2
1
, i.e. the reputation value of the

agent a2, has priority over her personal values. In this case, the extended priority relation of the agent a1
is constrained as follows:∀vω ∈ VΩA

∀v ∈ V1 − VΩA
(v ≪∗

1
v1
2
≪∗

1
vω).

In both cases, we can easily demonstrate that the extended priority relation isa strict complete ordering
relation. The one-agent notion of conviction is then defined as follows:

Definition 10 Let ai ∈ ℧A be an agent associated with the extended KBase
AK∗

i = 〈K∗
i , V

∗
i ,promote∗i ,≪

∗
i 〉 and letφ ∈ ALC be a claim. Theagent ai is convinced by the claimφ

iff φ is the conclusion of an acceptable argument for the audience ai with respect toA(K∗
i ). The set of

acceptable arguments for the audience ai with respect toA(K∗
i ) is denoted byS∗

i .

Let us know consider how claims are produced. Agents utter messages to exchange their representa-
tions. The syntax of messages is in conformance with the commoncommunication language, CL. A mes-
sageMk = 〈Sk, Hk, Ak〉 ∈ CL has an identifierMk. It is uttered by a speaker (Sk = speaker(Mk))
and addressed to an hearer (Hk = hearer(Mk)). Ak = act(Mk), the message speech act, is composed
of a locution and a content. The locution is one of the following:question, request assert,
propose, refuse, reject, unknow, concede, challenge, withdraw. The content,
also calledassumption, is a claim or a set of claims inALC.

Speech acts have a public semantic, since commitments enrich the extended KBase of the creditors, and
an argumentative semantic, since commitments are justified by the extended KBaseof the debtor.

For example, Figure 3 shows the semantics associated with the assertion of anassumption. An agent can
propose an hypothesis if she has an argument for it. The corresponding commitments stores are updated.
Obviously, claims already known by an agent are not notified in her commitmentsstore. The speech act
propose has the same argumentative/public semantics.reject(φ) andrefuse(φ) are both equivalent
to assert(¬φ). As we will see in Section 7, these latter do not have the same place in the sequence.

In a similar way, Figure 4 shows the semantics associated with the concession of an assumption. The
rational conditions for the assertion and for the concession of the same assumption by the same agent are
different. Agents can assert an assumption whether they are supportedby a trivial argument or not. By
contrast, agents do not concede all the assumptions they hear in spite of allassumptions are supported by
a trivial argument.
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Fig. 3. Semantics for asserting an assumptionφ at timet

• MESSAGE: Ml = 〈ai,aj ,assert(φ)〉
– ARGUMENTATIVE SEMANTICS:
∃A ∈ A(K∗

i ) conc(A) = φ

– PUBLIC SEMANTICS: For any agent ak in the audience
if φ 6∈ A(K∗

k
) then CSki (t) = CSk

i (t− 1) ∪ {φ}

Fig. 4. Semantics for conceding an assumptionφ at timet

• MESSAGE: Ml = 〈ai,aj ,concede(φ)〉
– ARGUMENTATIVE SEMANTICS:
∃A ∈ A(K∗

i )conc(A) = φ with (premise(A) 6= {φ} ∧
premise(A)6⊆ ∪j 6=i CSi

j)
– PUBLIC SEMANTICS: For any agent ak in the audience

if φ 6∈ A(K∗
k
) then CSki (t) = CSk

i (t− 1) ∪ {φ}

It is worth noting that the rational conditions for the assertion of an assumption and for the assertion
its explicit negation are not necessary mutually exclusive. These nondeterministic situations make agents
able to make choices. If an agent isthoughtful, she can assert only assumptions for which she has an
acceptable argument. Otherwise, she isconfident. If an agent isskeptical, she can concede only assumption
for which she has an acceptable argument. Otherwise, she iscredulous. Because arguing agents exchange
their convictions, they are thoughtful and skeptical.

The others speech acts (question, request, unknow, challenge, andwithdraw) are used to
manage the sequence of moves (see Section 7). They have no particular effects on commitments stores,
neither particular rational conditions of utterance. We assume that the commitments stores are cumulative,
i.e. no commitment can be retracted. This is the reason why the speech actwithdraw(h) has no effect
on the commitments stores.

The assumptions which are received must be valuated. For this purpose,commitments will be individ-
ually considered in accordance with the speaker estimated reputation. The following example illustrates
this principle.

Example 2 Let us consider two agents, a service provider (denoted prov) and a customer (denoted cust).
It is worth recalling that the service provider considers that customer’sclaims make authority and adjust
her own representation to adopt these claims. Since a service provider considers that customer’s claims
are more relevant than her own ones, her interlocutor reputation valueshave priority over her personal
values:∀vω ∈ VΩA

∀v ∈ Vprov − VΩA
(v ≪∗

prov v
prov
cust ≪

∗
prov vω). Since a customer considers that her own

claims are more relevant than the service provider ones, her own values have priority over her interlocutor
reputation values :∀vω ∈ VΩA

∀v ∈ Vcust− VΩA
(vcust

prov ≪
∗
cust v ≪∗

cust vω).
The initial personal KBase of the service provider is the set{φ1(x), φ3(x)φ4(x), φ5(x), φ61(x), φ71, φ72}

and the personal KBase of the customer is the set{φ1(x), φ2(x), φ4(x), φ62(x)}. If the customer utters
the two following messages:

– M1 = 〈cust,prov,assert(¬Free(acrobat))〉,
– M2 = 〈cust,prov,assert(φ2(acrobat), φ4(acrobat), φ71)〉.

then the extended KBase of the service provider is represented as in Table 2. The extended KBase of
the service provider is composed of her personal claims and the claims advanced by the customer. The
extended set of personal values is composed of the set of personalvalues and the reputation value of the
customer. The common claimφ1(x) is related to the common valuev1. The claims in the commitments is
related to the reputation value of the customer.
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Table 2

The extended KBase of the service provider

≪∗

prov V ∗

prov K∗

prov

v1 φ1(x) : Soft(x) ⊒ Free(x) ⊔ Nonfree(x)

v
prov
cust CSprov

cust = {¬Free(acrobat), B3

φ2(acrobat) : Nonfree(acrobat) ⊒ Freeware(acrobat)} B′

2B2

v3 φ3(x) : Free(x) ⊒ Freeware(x) B′

1

v4 φ4(x) : Free(x) ⊓ Nonfree(x) ≡ ⊥ B1

v5 φ5(x) : Free(x) ⊒ Opensource(x) A

v6 φ61(x) : Opensource(x) ⊒ Copyleft(x)

v7 φ71 : Freeware(acrobat) B′

φ72 : Copyleft(xpdf)

Table 3

The extended KBase of the customer

≪∗

cust V ∗

cust K∗

cust

v1 φ1(x) : Soft(x) ⊒ Free(x) ⊔ Nonfree(x)

v2 φ2(x) : Nonfree(x) ⊒ Freeware(x)

v4 φ4(x) : Free(x) ⊓ Nonfree(x) ≡ ⊥

v6 φ62(x) : Free(x) ⊒ Copyleft(x) A

vcust
prov CScust

prov = {Free(xpdf), Copyleft(xpdf), A′′

Free(xpdf) ⊒ Opensource(xpdf), A′

Opensource(xpdf) ⊒ Copyleft(xpdf)}

By uttering the messageM1, the customer advances the trivial argument
B3 = 〈[¬Free(acrobat)],¬Free(acrobat)〉. Despite the service provider is convinced by this assumption,
she cannot concede it. Indeed, this assumption is only supported by a trivial argument in the commitment
stores. By uttering the messageM2, the customer advances the non-trivial argumentB2 bearing on the
service provider own claims. Therefore, this last one can concede¬Free(acrobat). The only free software
she can propose is xpdf.

Now, if the service provider utters the two following messages:

– M3 = 〈prov, cust,assert(Free(xpdf))〉,
– M4 = 〈prov, cust,assert(φ5(xpdf), φ61(xpdf), φ72)〉.

then the extended KBase of the customer becomes as represented in Table 3. By uttering the message
M3, the service advanced the trivial argumentA′′ = 〈[Free(xpdf)],Free(xpdf)〉. Despite this argument is
acceptable, the customer cannot concede Free(xpdf). By uttering the messageM4, the service provider
advances the non-trivial argumentA, bearing on the customer own claims. Therefore, Free(xpdf) can be
conceded sinceM4 includes the claimφ72 that can be combined by the customer withφ62 to reach the
conclusion.

We have presented here a model of agents who exchange assumptions and argue. In the next section,
we provide a dialectical system where debates take place.

6. Dialectical system

When a set of social and autonomous agents argue, they reply to each other in order to reach the goal
of the interaction. We provide a dialectical system, which is inspired by Morge(2005) and adapted to the
dialogue on representations.

During exchanges, the speech acts are not isolated but they respond each other. The syntax of moves
is in conformance with the commonmoves language: ML defined as follows: a move movek =
〈Mk, Rk, Pk〉 ∈ ML has an identifier movek. It contains a messageMk as defined before. The moves are
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messages with some attributes to control the sequence.Rk = reply(movek) is the identifier of the move
to which movek responds. A move (movek) is either an initial move (reply(movek) = nil) or a replying
move (reply(movek) 6= nil). Pk = protocol(movek) is the name of the protocol which is used during the
dialogue.

A dialectical system is composed of two agents. In this formal area, two agents play moves to check an
initial assumption,i.e. the topic.

Definition 11 Let AKΩA
= 〈KΩA

, VΩA
,promoteΩA

〉 be a common value-based KBase andφ0 a claim in
ALC. Thedialectical system on the topicφ0 is a quintuple DSΩM

(φ0,AKΩA
) = 〈N,H, T, protocol, Z〉

where:

– N = {init, part} ⊂ ℧A is a set of two agents called players: the initiator and the partner;
– H is the set of histories, i.e. the sequences of well-formed moves s.t. the speaker of a move is deter-

mined at each stage by a turn-taking function and the moves agree with a protocol;
– T : H → N is the turn-taking function determining the speaker of a move. If|h| = 2n then
T (h) = init elseT (h) = part;

– protocol : H → ΩM is the function determining the moves which are allowed or not to expand an
history, whereΩM ⊆ ML is the set of all well-formed moves;

– Z is the set of dialogue, i.e. terminal histories.

In order to be well-formed, the initial move is a question about the topic from theinitiator to the partner
and a replying move from a player always references an earlier move uttered by the other player. In this
way, backtracking are allowed. We call dialogue line the sub-sequence of moves where all backtracks are
ignored. In order to avoid loops, assumptions redundancy is forbiddenwithin assertions. Obviously, all
moves should contain the same parameter protocol value.

We have bound here the area in which dialogues take place. We formalize in the next section a particular
protocol to reach a representation agreement.

7. Protocol

When two agents have a dialogue, they collaborate to reconcile their representations. For this purpose,
we propose in this section a protocol.

Walton & Krabbe (1995) have proposed an influential classification of dialogues into six types accord-
ing to their goal. While persuasion aims to resolve a difference of opinion, negotiation tries to resolve a
conflict of interest by reaching a deal, information seeking aims at transferring information, deliberation
wants to reach a decision on a course of actions, inquiry aims at increasingknowledge, and quarrel is the
verbal substitute of a fight. This classification is not meant to be exhaustiveand leaves room for dialogues
of mixed type. Parsons & Wooldridge (2002) have investigated how these different types of dialogue can
be captured using a formal model of argumentation. We formalize here their persuasion protocol. More-
over, this protocol is extended and adapted for debating over ontologies.

As observed by Prakken (2001), protocols can vary in several ways. In a unique-response protocols,
players can reply just once to the other player’s moves. Otherwise, the protocol is multi-response. We
consider here a multi-response protocol which, unlike a unique-response protocol, improves the quality of
the outcome but decreases the time spent.

A protocol is determinated by a set of sequence rules (see Table 4). Each rule specifies authorized reply-
ing moves. According to the “Question/Answer” rule (srQ/A), the hearer of a question (question(φ))
is allowed to respond with a confirmation (assert(φ)), or with an invalidation (assert(¬φ)), or with
a plea of ignorance (unknow(φ)). The “Request/Propose” rule (srR/P ) is quite similar. The hearer of a
request (request(φ(x))) is allowed to respond either by asserting an instantiation of this assumption
(assert(φ(a))), or with a plea of ignorance (unknow(φ(x))). The respond can resist or surrender to
the previous speech act. For example, the “Assert/Welcome” rule (written srA/W ) specifies authorized
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Table 4

Set of speech acts and their potential answers.

Sequences rules Speech acts Resisting replies Surrendering replies

srQ/A question(φ) assert(φ) unknow(φ)

assert(¬φ)

srR/P request(φ(x)) propose(φ(a)) unknow(φ(x))

srA/W assert(Φ) challenge(φ), φ ∈ Φ concede(Φ)

refuse(φ), φ ∈ Φ

srA/R assert(Φ) challenge(φ), φ ∈ Φ concede(Φ)

reject(φ), φ ∈ Φ

srC/A challenge(φ) assert(Φ), Φ ⊢ φ withdraw(φ)

srT unknow(Φ) ∅ ∅

concede(Φ) ∅ ∅

refuse(Φ) ∅ ∅

withdraw(Φ) ∅ ∅

moves replying to the previous assertions (assert(Φ)). Contrary to resisting acts, surrendering acts
close the dialogue line. A concession (concede(Φ)) surrenders to the previous proposition. A challenge
(challenge(φ)) and a refuse (refuse(φ)) resist to the previous proposition. By contrast, denying one
of the assumptions previously asserted (reject(φ)) closes the dialogue line in the “Assert/Reject” rules.

As pointed in Section 5, an assertion and a proposition have the same argumentative/public semantics.
Moreover,refuse(φ) andreject(φ) are equivalent toassert(¬φ). However, these speech acts do
not have the same place in the sequence of moves.

We consider here the requesting multi-response persuasion protocol (denoted ReqMultiResPersProto)
using the following rules: srR/P , srA/W , srC/A, and srT . Figure 5 shows a dialogue in the extensive form
game representation where nodes are game situations and edges are moves. For example,2.2init denotes
a game situation where the exponent indicates that the initiator is the next move speaker. The exponent
of game-over situations are boxes (3.2�, 4.2�, 5.1�, 5.4�, and6.1� ). To improve clarity, the games that
follow situations5.2part, 5.3part, and6.2init are not represented. In order to enrich her representation
with a partner, an initiator begins a dialogue with a request in the game situation0init. If the partner has
no representation for the topic, she pleads ignorance and closes the dialogue (see game situation2.1�).
The goal of the dialogue is to reach an agreement over representations by verbal means. The following
example illustrates such a dialogue.

Example 3 Let us consider again the dialogue presented in Section 2. Table 5 shows how, using the
protocol, the two agents play the dialogue. This table details the different moves corresponding to the
claims of the natural language dialogue. We can see that the commitments stores are the results of moves.
At the beginning of the dialogue,φ1 is the only claims explicitly shared by the agents (KΩA

). During
exchanges, the service provider detects that she sharesφ4 with the customer. Since the provider does
not share the whole knowledge of the customer, the sequence of movesguides her to the claim which is
the source of the consensus. Due to the polysemy of the concept Free,the provider must deploy her own
argumentation to establish Free(xpdf). Hence, this is the reason why she uttersφ5 andφ61 (in move10 and
move12) in order to try to convince the customer. However the sole claim that effectively convinces the
customer isφ72, that she combines withφ62, but she does not need nor use the two previous ones. Had the
provider known the customer definition of Free (byφ62), she could have immediately used the convincing
claimsφ72. At the end of the dialogue, the set of claims explicitly shared increases. In other terms, the
agents co-build a common ontology during the dialogue.

8. Related works

Laera et al. (2006) provides a framework for agents to reach an agreement over ontology alignment.
Argumentation is used to select a correspondence among candidate correspondences, according to the
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Fig. 5. Dialogue in an extensive form game representation

0init 1part
request(φ0(x))

2.1�
unknow(φ0(x))

2.2init
propose(φ0(a))

3.1partrefuse(φ0(a)) 4.1init
challenge(¬φ0(a))

5.1�

withdraw(¬φ0(a))

5.2part...
assert(Φ1), Φ1 ⊢ ¬φ0(a)

3.2�

concede(φ0(a))

3.3part
challenge(φ0(a))

4.2�

withdraw(φ0(a))

4.3init
assert(Ψ1), Ψ1 ⊢ φ0(a)

5.3part...
refuse(ψ1), ψ1 ∈ Ψ1

5.4�

concede(Ψ1)

5.5partchallenge(ψ1)

6.1�

withdraw(ψ1), ψ1 ∈ Ψ1

6.2init ...
assert(Ψ2), Ψ2 ⊢ ψ1

ontological knowledge and the agents’ preferences. This approach isstatic because alignments have been
achieved off-line. By contrast, we solve the semantic heterogeneity duringthe dialogical process.

Van Digglen et al. (2006) proposes the ANEMONE approach for solvingsemantic integration problems.
Instead of trying to solve ontology problems at design time, ANEMONE provides agents with tools to
overcome ontology problems at agent interaction time. This work tackles semantic integration problems
when needed and only when needed by focusing on the layered communication mechanism. By contrast,
our work is not restricted to the communication issues, but it provides a modelof reasoning as well as a
model of agents.

Valencia & Sansonnet (2004) proposes a framework to solve on-line thesemantic heterogeneity by
exploiting the topological properties of the representation. This work considers one-shot interaction steps,
which are simply requests and responses to the requests, to reformulate concepts from a heterogeneous
terminology into a terminology semantically shareda priori between the agents. In this paper, we use a
protocol to detect concepts shared implicitly and to build a common ontology.

As we have already said, we have extended the formal framework for inter-agents dialogue based upon
the argumentative techniques proposed by Morge (2005). Since the denotational semantics of the descrip-
tion logic is adapted to the knowledge representation, the background logic has shift from the first order
logic program to the description logic. Therefore agents are equipped witha KBase,i.e. a TBox and a
ABox and utter speech acts such asrequest andpropose. To improve the quality of the outcome, we
have shifted from a unique-respond protocol to a multi-respond protocol. Finally, we provide a multi-agent
interaction framework to reach an agreement over heterogeneous representations.

9. Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a framework for inter-agents dialogueto reach an agreement, which for-
malizes a debate in which divergent representations are discussed. Forthis purpose, we have proposed an
argumentation-based representation framework which manages the conflicts between claims with differ-
ent relevances for different audiences to compute their acceptance. Moreover, we have proposed a model
for the reasoning of agents where they justify the claims to which they commit andtake into account the
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Table 5

Dialogue to reach an agreement. Natural language sentences, corresponding to the dialogue presented in 2, are given in associa-
tion with their dialogue, then the new the commitment stores and the reached game situation (from Fig 5) are given.

K∗

cust−KΩA
KΩA

K∗

prov−KΩA

φ1

Kcust CScust
prov Game situation CSprov

cust Kprov

φ2(x), φ4(x) ∅ 0cust ∅ φ3(x), φ4(x), φ5(x),

φ62(x). φ61(x), φ71, φ72.

Do you know free software to view my PDF ?
→ move1 = 〈cust, prov,request(Free(x)), nil, ReqMultiResPersProto〉 →

idem ∅ 1prov ∅ idem
acrobat is free software.

← move2 = 〈prov, cust,propose(Free(acrobat)), move1, ReqMultiResPersProto〉 ←
idem Free(acrobat) 2.2cust ∅ idem

Why is it free software ?
→ move3 = 〈cust, prov,challenge(Free(acrobat)), move2, ReqMultiResPersProto〉 →

idem Free(acrobat) 3.3prov ∅ idem
acrobat is free because this is freeware.

← move4 = 〈prov, cust,assert(φ3(acrobat), φ71), move3, ReqMultiResPersProto〉 ←
idem Free(acrobat), φ3(acrobat), φ71 4.3cust ∅ idem

In my humble opinion, acrobat is not free software.
→ move5 = 〈cust, prov,refuse(Free(acrobat)), move2, ReqMultiResPersProto〉 →

idem Free(acrobat), φ3(acrobat), φ71 3.1prov ¬Free(acrobat) idem
Why is it not free software ?

← move6 = 〈prov, cust,challenge(¬Free(acrobat)), move5, ReqMultiResPersProto〉 ←
idem Free(acrobat), φ3(acrobat), φ71. 4.1cust ¬Free(acrobat). idem

Since acrobat is freeware, this is not free software.
→ move7 = 〈assert(φ2(acrobat), φ4(acrobat), φ71), move6, ReqMultiResPersProto〉 →

idem Free(acrobat), φ3(acrobat), φ71. 5.2prov ¬Free(acrobat), φ2(acrobat). idem
OK, however xpdf is free software.

← move8 = 〈prov, cust,propose(Free(xpdf)), move1, ReqMultiResPersProto〉 ←
idem Free(acrobat), φ3(acrobat), φ71, 2.2cust ¬Free(acrobat), φ2(acrobat). idem

Free(xpdf).
Why is it free software ?

→ move9 = 〈cust, prov,challenge(Free(xpdf)), move8, ReqMultiResPersProto〉 →
idem Free(acrobat), φ3(acrobat), φ71, 3.3prov ¬Free(acrobat), φ2(acrobat). idem

Free(xpdf).
xpdf is free software because it is opensource.

← move10 = 〈prov, cust,assert(Opensource(xpdf), φ5(xpdf))〉, move9, ReqMultiResPersProto〉 ←
idem Free(acrobat), φ3(acrobat), φ71, 4.3cust ¬Free(acrobat), φ2(acrobat). idem

Free(xpdf), Opensource(xpdf), φ5(xpdf).
Why is it opensource ?

→ move11 = 〈prov, cust,challenge(Opensource(xpdf)), move10, ReqMultiResPersProto〉 →
idem Free(acrobat), φ3(acrobat), φ71, 5.5prov ¬Free(acrobat), φ2(acrobat). idem

Free(xpdf), Opensource(xpdf), φ5(xpdf).
xpdf is opensource because it is copyleft.

← move12 = 〈prov, cust,assert(φ72, φ61(xpdf)), move11, ReqMultiResPersProto〉 ←
idem Free(acrobat), φ3(acrobat), φ71, 6.2cust ¬Free(acrobat), φ2(acrobat). idem

Free(xpdf), Opensource(xpdf), φ5(xpdf),
φ72, φ61(xpdf).

OK, I will consider xpdf ?
→ move13 = 〈prov, cust,concede(Free(xpdf)), move8, ReqMultiResPersProto〉 →

idem Free(acrobat), φ3(acrobat), φ71, 3.2� ¬Free(acrobat), φ2(acrobat), idem
Free(xpdf), Opensource(xpdf), φ5(xpdf),

φ72, φ61(xpdf).

claims of their interlocutors. We provide a dialectical system in which two agentsparticipate in a dialogue
to reach an agreement about a conflict in representations.

The implementation of this formal framework is a work in progress. The representation framework will
be computed throught a simple logic-based knowledge representation wrapper built upon the dialectical
proof procedure proposed in Dung (2007). Since we develop from scratch the reasoning and communi-
cating capabilities of the agents, any MAS platform could be used to implement thewhole framework.
Obvioulsy, the soundness and completeness of both framework and implementation should be studied.

In this work, we have focused on multi-agent systems but, as suggested bythe example, our approach
is also relevant to the Web and its proposed extension, the Semantic Web, where different services per-
forming the same tasks may advertise their capabilities differently, or where service requests, and service
offers may be expressed by using different ontologies, and thus needto be reconciled dynamically at run
time.

While this work focuses on single dialogues between two heterogeneous agents, future investigations
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must explore how this solution, when it will be implemented, scales to multi-agent systems where dia-
logues are amongst multiple parties and sequenced. In particular, we must explore how the shared claims
discovered and the result of dialogues will impact on the ontologies and the reputation of agents in the
following dialogues.
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